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X-GUARD® LOCKS
Axelent X-Guard® has a variety of flexible locking system that fits all of our doors and switches/switch
fittings for machine guarding series.
By mounting the locks, you can transform any section of your machine guarding to a door with a
secure lock. It requires conscious action to opened or closed the door from the outside.

LOCKS
•

Several alternative solutions

•

Fits all of our doors and switches/switch
fittings

•

Customized for the X-Guard® products
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LOCKS
Art no. 		 Description
L10-00-0
L20-00-0
L22-00-0
L10-05-0
L20-05-0
L22-05-0
L10-05-2
L20-05-2
L10-05-3
L66-10-0
L66-15-0
L66-20-L
L66-20-R
L66-21-L
L66-21-R

Padlock for hinge door, right/left
Padlock for sliding door, right/left
Padlock for sliding door with centre lock
Snap lock for hinge door, right/left
Snap lock for sliding door, right/left
Snap lock for sliding door with centre lock
Hitch lock for hinge doors right/left
Hitch lock for sliding doors right/left
Cylinder lock, option for the handle to the hitch lock (1 each)
Cylinder lock for all doors, right/left
Panic lock, cylinder lock for all doors, right/left
X-Lock for all doors, left
X-Lock for all doors, right
X-Lock for all doors, left,for switch B-614
X-Lock for all doors, right,for switch B-614
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Hinge lock - Our most simple lock
system. A normal hinge lock secure the
area from being entered by unauthorized.

Catch - The door closes with a simple
push and is kept closed by the built-in
catch.

Cylinder lock - Burglar-proof lock system
with easy grip handle.

Panic lock - A lock with cylinder can be used as an emergency exit and means of escape
where maintenance access is required. Doors with panic lock can always be opened from
the inside, even when locked by key from the exterior.

X-Lock - X-Lock A versatile door lock system that suits all our accident prevention series.
X-Lock has a mechanical bolt that holds hinged and sliding doors closed. The lock is
designed so that it requires conscious action to open and close the door from the outside.
From the inside X-Lock can not be closed, but it is always possible to open.

Hitch lock - Hitch lock This lock is an
alternative to our X-lock and has an
integrated mounting for non-contact
switches. The lock has an adjustable
hitch for eliminating any internal play.

Euchner MGB - Unique locking system
with four LEDs indicating the lock status.

